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The creative process is messy.
Your space doesn’t have to be.
We’ll remove your old furniture and possibly even sell it!
We push ourselves to explore new possibilities and generate solutions to any challenge,
which is why we created our buyback and disposition program for clients like you.
At Continental Office, we want to help you get the full value out of your furniture investment,
while providing a flexible solution to make way for new options in your space. Through our
program, we create a customized plan to help you manage the removal of existing assets,
which could involve positive cash value for you. In addition, our goal is to improve our
environment by reducing what goes to landfills through asset resale, scrap and donation.
Since 1939, we’ve created memorable experiences through the delivery of intentional spaces
so our clients and partners are inspired to change the way they work and think.

What we do
We challenge the status quo and strive to change the way you think
about the furniture disposition and buyback process. With our 75+ years
of experience, we deliver:
Furniture disposition
With our removal capabilities, we can take most existing assets off your
hands. From workstations to seating and even some electronics, we’ll tackle
most projects, regardless of manufacturer.
Nationwide service
Whether you have one location or many, with our national network of trusted
professionals, we can manage your asset disposition and buyback program
anywhere in the country.
Disposition options
Do you want to sell your furniture? Scrap it? Donate it? Not sure? Well, we
can help you determine what will work best for your business goals by
assessing the condition of the assets you have.
One-source solution
With us, you can bundle most services, from furniture to flooring, and take
advantage of our additional disposition and buyback services at the same
time. We coordinate internally to provide timely delivery of all services.

How we do it
We’re dedicated and deliberate in every relationship we make. With our furniture disposition and buyback
program, we want to provide a complete solution that takes the challenges of managing aging assets that you
might face into something that’s easy and seamless for you.
With our commitment to green design approaches, improving the environment and safe working conditions,
when you partner with Continental Office, you can expect:

A knowledgeable, collaborative
team of experienced networked
individuals who practice safe
working conditions while on your
site.

Proper, efficient disposal and
recycling of your existing assets, if
so desired.

Consultative approaches to selling
unwanted assets that best benefit
your company and you.

